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Interpretability
why, what and how to
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ohno

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icqDxNab3Do

Oh no.
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For this reason, this tutorial 

won’t be about list and lists 

of methods.  

Focusing on more methods is 

not what we need. 

Instead, it’ll be about 

more Important things.



Agenda
• What and why 

• !Caution!: Things to be careful when using and developing interpretability 
methods 

• Evaluate: How to evaluate interpretability methods 

• Methods: 3 types of methods and examples



Agenda
• What and why 

• !Caution!: Things to be careful when using and developing interpretability 
methods 

• Evaluate: How to evaluate interpretability methods 

• Methods: 3 types of methods and examples



What do we mean by interpretability?
• In a dictionary (Merriam-Webster): 

• “to explain or to present in understandable terms” 

• In ML (among many) 

• “ability to explain or to present in understandable terms to a human”[Doshi-Velez, K. 16] 

• “Interpretability is the degree to which a human can understand the cause of a decision.” [Miller 17] 

• In cognitive science (among many) 

• “explanations are... the currency in which we exchanged beliefs” [Lombrozo 06]

Sure, but how do we make a working definition for my paper?



Operationalizing interpretability
• Define your desiderata - clearly specify what your definition is, and what 
you are optimizing.  

• Do proper quantitative and qualitative evaluation with your end-task in 
mind -‘users like the explanation’ says nothing (more on this later)

…and many more!



Is interpretability possible at all?

https://www.wired.com/story/our-machines-now-have-knowledge-well-never-understand/

https://www.wired.com/story/our-machines-now-have-knowledge-well-never-understand/


model knows that we will never understand?

Is interpretability possible at all?

https://www.wired.com/story/our-machines-now-have-knowledge-well-never-understand/

Key Point: 

Interpretability is NOT about understanding all bits and bytes  

of the model for all data points. 

It is about knowing enough for your goals/downstream tasks.

Take away: 
We don’t need to understand every single thing  

about the model.

https://www.wired.com/story/our-machines-now-have-knowledge-well-never-understand/


How much is enough?

reddit.com

• What does it mean “the system is fair enough”?  

➡[for what we are trying to do] 

• This hammer isn’t perfect, but it’s “good enough”   

➡[for what we are trying to do]

http://reddit.com


How much is enough?
• What does it mean “the system is fair enough”?  

➡[for what we are trying to do] 

• This hammer isn’t perfect, but it’s “good enough”   
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How much is enough?
• What does it mean “the system is fair enough”?  

➡[for what we are trying to do] 

• This hammer isn’t perfect, but it’s “good enough”   

➡[for what we are trying to do]

reddit.com

I’m better off having this tool  

for [my goal]. 

http://reddit.com


What is the goal?
• End-task metric! 

• Everyone’s goals are different, but mine is generally: 

• Tools to help people use ML more effectively and responsibly such that  

1. our values are respected 

2. human knowledge is reflected when appropriate



What is the goal?
• End-task metric! 

• Everyone’s goals are different, but mine is generally: 

• Tools to help people use ML more effectively and responsibly such that  

1. our values are respected 

2. human knowledge is reflected when appropriate

everyone



Non-goals
Interpretability is NOT… 

• about making ALL models interpretable. 

• about understanding EVERY SINGLE BIT about the model 

• against developing highly complex models. 

• only about gaining user trust or fairness



Non-goals
Interpretability is NOT… 

• about making ALL models interpretable. 

• about understanding EVERY SINGLE BIT about the model 

• against developing highly complex models. 

• only about gaining user trust or fairness

Take away: 

Helping people to distrust the model is often more 

important than helping to trust it.



Interpretability is not a new problem. Why now?

• Prevalence: It’s everywhere, and used to make 
potentially life changing decisions.  

• Complexity: layers and layers of models of models



When do you need interpretability?

Fundamental underspecification in the problem

drugs.com

Humans often don’t know 

exactly what they want. 

http://drugs.com


Fundamental underspecification in the problem

23

example1: Safety example 2: Science

example3: mismatched objectives

theminionsfromdispicableme

drugs.com

When do you need interpretability?

http://drugs.com


Fundamental underspecification in the problem

24

example1: Safety example 2: Science

example3: mismatched objectives

theminionsfromdispicableme

drugs.com

When do you need interpretability?

Take away: 

More data or more clever algorithm will not solve 

interpretability.

http://drugs.com


Wait, then what is NOT underspecification?

https://www.pinterest.com/dowd3128/type-o-negative/



When we may not need/want interpretability
• No significant consequences. Prediction is 
what everyone cares. 

• Sufficiently well-studied problem with 
abundance of empirical evidence 

• People might game the system (example of 
mismatched objectives)



When we may not need/want interpretability
• No significant consequences. Prediction is 
what everyone cares. 

• Sufficiently well-studied problem with 
abundance of empirical evidence 

• People might game the system (example of 
mismatched objectives)

Take away: 
We don’t always need interpretability.



But certainly, there will be performance trade-off, right?

• “It is a myth that there is necessarily 
a trade-off between accuracy and 
interpretability.” [Rudin 19]  

• Carefully building structure in the 
model (e.g., architecture, prior, loss 
function) has long been done to 
increase performance with or 
without interpretability in mind.

[1] Finale Doshi-Velez, Byron Wallace, and Ryan Adams. Graph-sparse lda: a topic model with
structured sparsity. Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence, 2015.
[2] Maya Gupta, Andrew Cotter, Jan Pfeifer, Konstantin Voevodski, Kevin Canini, Alexander
Mangylov, Wojciech Moczydlowski, and Alexander Van Esbroeck. Monotonic calibrated in-
terpolated look-up tables. Journal of Machine Learning Research, 2016
[3] Himabindu Lakkaraju, Stephen H Bach, and Jure Leskovec. Interpretable decision sets: A joint
framework for description and prediction. In Proceedings of the 22nd ACM SIGKDD Interna-
tional Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, pages 1675–1684. ACM, 2016
[4] Been Kim, Julie Shah, and Finale Doshi-Velez. Mind the gap: A generative approach to inter-
pretable feature selection and extraction. In Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems,
2015b
[5] Lou Y, Caruana R, Gehrke J, Hooker G. Accurate Intelligible Models with Pairwise Interactions. In: Proceedings of
19th ACM SIGKDD International Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD). ACM; 2013.
[6] Rudin C, Passonneau R, Radeva A, Dutta H, Ierome S, Isaac D. A Process for Predicting Manhole Events In
Manhattan. Machine Learning. 2010;80:1–31.
[7] Rudin C, Ustun B. Optimized Scoring Systems: Toward Trust in Machine Learning for Healthcare and Criminal
Justice. Interfaces. 2018;48:399–486. Special Issue: 2017 Daniel H. Wagner Prize for Excellence in Operations
Research Practice September-October 2018.
[8] Chen C, Lin K, Rudin C, Shaposhnik Y, Wang S, Wang T. An Interpretable Model with Globally Consistent
Explanations for Credit Risk. In: Proceedings of NeurIPS 2018 Workshop on Challenges and Opportunities for AI in
Financial Services: the Impact of Fairness, Explainability, Accuracy, and Privacy; 2018. 

True that.  

  

Here are a small subset of vast 

amount of evidence by many 

researchers.

True that.  

  

Here are a small subset of vast 

amount of evidence by many 

researchers.

Take away: 
Interpretability and performance trade-off 

often don’t exists.



What about our cousins?

fairness 

accountability 

trust 

causality etc.

Interpretability
?



What about our cousins?

fairness 

accountability 

trust 

causality etc.

Interpretability

Take away: 

Trust, fairness and interpretability are not 

the same thing.



What about our cousins?

• Interpretability may help with them when we cannot formalize these ideas 

•But once formalized, you may not need interpretability.

fairness 

accountability 

trust 

causality etc.

Interpretability



Agenda
• What and why 

• !Caution!: Things to be careful when using and developing interpretability 
methods 

• Evaluate: How to evaluate interpretability methods 

• Methods: 3 types of methods and examples



I heard you can just  

use decision trees. 

That’s all we need, right?



Sample decision tree #1

Pandemic is 
over

Delta 
variant is the last 
variant we saw

There has been 
covid19 variants

Yes No

34

1 2 3 4



Sample decision tree #2

Pandemic is over!

Yes No

Year > 2017

Year > 
1990

1 2 3 4

8 9 10 11

6 7

5

We saw no 
covid19 variants

We saw 
covid19 variants

Cats are better 
than dogs

There exists delta-
plus variant.

Masking up protects 
you and me.

There exists delta-
plus variant.

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.



Sample decision tree #3

Year > 2014

Yes No

Year > 
1990

Year < 
2020 Year < 2016

Year < 2016

Year > 
1990

Year > 2020

Delta variant 
exists

Delta variant 
exists

Month = 
January

I’m so sick of 
pandemic.

Month = August

1

2 3 4 5

6

11

7 8 9 10

12 13

14

15 16

17
18

20

19

21

22 23

Pandemic is over!

We saw no 
covid19 variants

We saw 
covid19 variants

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.

Masking up protects 
you and me.

Month = 
January

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.

Month = 
January



Sample decision tree #3

Year > 2014

Yes No

Year > 
1990

Year < 
2020 Year < 2016

Year < 2016

Year > 
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Month = 
January

I’m so sick of 
pandemic.

Month = August
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2 3 4 5
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11
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22 23

Pandemic is over!

We saw no 
covid19 variants

We saw 
covid19 variants

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.

Masking up protects 
you and me.

Month = 
January

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.

Month = 
January

What was the overall logic of the system? 

Was the model rely on any one particular feature?



Sample decision tree #3

Year > 2014

Yes No

Year > 
1990

Year < 
2020 Year < 2016

Year < 2016

Year > 
1990

Year > 2020

Delta variant 
exists

Delta variant 
exists

Month = 
January

I’m so sick of 
pandemic.

Month = August

1

2 3 4 5

6

11

7 8 9 10

12 13

14

15 16

17
18

20

19

21

22 23

Pandemic is over!

We saw no 
covid19 variants

We saw 
covid19 variants

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.

Masking up protects 
you and me.

Month = 
January

There 
has been many 

lockdowns 
globally.

Month = 
January

What was the overall logic of the system? 

Was the model rely on any one particular feature?

Take away: 

Decision trees aren’t always interpretable 

(depending on your goal).



Do we need a different model? 
How about rule lists?  

If ( sunny and hot )  

Else if ( sunny and cold )     

Else  

Else if ( at ICML )                      

Else if ( cloudy and hot )     

Else if ( snowing )          

Else if ( New Dr. Who )    

Else if ( paper deadline )     

Else if ( sick and bored )     

Else if ( tired )                                 

Else if ( advisor might come )   

Else if ( code running )     

Else           

then         go swim 

then   go ski  

then   go work 

then   attend tutorial 

then               go swim 

then   go ski 

then   watch TV 

then   go work 

then   watch TV 

then   watch TV 

then   go work 

then   watch TV 

then               go work



Do we need a different model? 
How about rule lists?  

If ( sunny and hot )  

Else if ( sunny and cold )     

Else if ( wet and weekday )     

Else if ( free coffee )                      

Else if ( cloudy and hot )     

Else if ( snowing )          

Else if ( New Rick and Morty)    

Else if ( paper deadline )     

Else if ( hungry )     

Else if ( tired )                                 

Else if ( advisor might come )   

Else if ( code running )     

Else           

then         go swim 

then   go ski  

then   go work 

then   attend tutorial 

then               go swim 

then   go ski 

then   watch TV 

then   go work 

then   go eat 

then   watch TV 

then   go work 

then   watch TV 

then               go work



Maybe rule sets are better?
 IF ( sunny and hot ) OR ( cloudy and hot ) OR 
( sunny and thirsty and bored ) 
 THEN go to beach 
 ELSE work  



 IF ( sunny and hot ) OR ( cloudy and hot ) OR 
( sunny and thirsty and bored ) OR ( bored and 
tired ) OR (thirty and tired ) OR ( code running ) 
OR ( friends away and bored ) OR ( sunny and 
want to swim ) OR ( sunny and friends visiting ) 
OR ( need exercise ) OR ( want to build castles ) 
OR ( sunny and bored ) OR ( done with deadline 
and hot ) OR ( need vitamin D and sunny ) OR 
( just feel like it ) 
 THEN go to beach 
 ELSE work  

Maybe rule sets are better?



Note

43

Decision trees, rule lists or 
rule sets may work for your 
application!  

The point here is that there is 
no one-size-fits-all method.

http://blog.xfree.hu/myblog.tvn?SID=&from=20&pid=&pev=2016&pho=02&pnap=&kat=1083&searchkey=&hol=&n=sarkadykati

Are you saying decision 

trees, rule lists and rule 

sets don’t work?! 



Linear classifiers are 

interpretable, right?  

So why not just fit locally  

linear functions everywhere? 



Linear models are not always interpretable

• Can human interpret a linear model with many features, each 
with a floating number (normalized): e.g., feature 1 weighted 
0.1,…feature 134 weighted 0.05, feature 201 weighted 0.8..  

• “Probability distortion is that people generally do not look 
at the value of probability uniformly between 0 and 1. 
Lower probability is said to be over-weighted while medium 
to high probability is under-weighted” - Kahneman



Linear models are not always interpretable

Take away: 
Using linear model isn’t always the answer.

• Can human interpret a linear model with many features, each 
with a floating number (normalized): e.g., feature 1 weighted 
0.1,…feature 134 weighted 0.05, feature 201 weighted 0.8..  

• “Probability distortion is that people generally do not look 
at the value of probability uniformly between 0 and 1. 
Lower probability is said to be over-weighted while medium 
to high probability is under-weighted” - Kahneman



Causality should be the one 

and only methods for 

interpretability, right?



Pursuing causality is great, but it’s not always simple

• It is one of the areas of huge importance, no doubt about that! 

• But (currently) it often comes with a lot of assumptions (e.g., no hidden 
confounders) that starts to matter for high dimensional real-world 
applications. 

• “Without causality, explanation is meaningless” -> I’d rather have useful, 
well-validated explanation than nothing at all for high stake applications. 

https://matheusfacure.github.io/

A very intuitive (and funny) 
tutorial on causal inference!



So once we have an 

explanation, that IS how the 

model thinks, right?



50

 

Given a fixed model, find  
the evidence of prediction. 

Why was this a Junco bird?

Some explanation methods fails a simple sanity check.

Sanity Checks for Saliency Maps 
Joint work with Adebayo, Gilmer, Goodfellow, Hardt, [NIPS 18]

Junco Bird-ness

A trained  
machine learning model 

(e.g., neural network)

prediction

Input image

http://healthtap.com
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Given a fixed model, find  
the evidence of prediction. 

Why was this a Junco bird?

Sanity Checks for Saliency Maps 
Joint work with Adebayo, Gilmer, Goodfellow, Hardt, [NIPS 18]

Junco Bird-ness

A trained  
machine learning model 

(e.g., neural network)

prediction

Input image

One definition of 
explanation:  

Tell me how sensitive 
the prediction is when 

we slightly change 
each input feature 

(pixel).

Some explanation methods fails a simple sanity check.

http://healthtap.com


One of the most popular interpretability methods for images: 

Saliency maps

Picture from SmoothGrad [Smilkov, Thorat, K., Viégas, Wattenberg ’17]

In jargon: take derivative of the prediction wrt each 
pixel. 

In English: take one pixel in the image, and imagine 
changing it by a little. See how much prediction 

changes. Do this for all pixels.

a logit

pixel i,j

Junco Bird-ness

A trained  
machine learning model 

(e.g., neural network)

prediction

Input image

One definition of 
explanation:  

Tell me how sensitive 
the prediction is when 

we slightly change 
each input feature 

(pixel).



Popular method #1 Popular method #2 My work from 2018 #1

My work from 2018 #2 Popular method #3 Popular method #4

Junco Bird-ness

A trained  
machine learning model 

(e.g., neural network)

prediction

Input image

One of the most popular interpretability methods for images: 

Saliency maps



A sanity check question: 

Sanity Checks for Saliency Maps 
Joint work with Adebayo, Gilmer, Goodfellow, Hardt, [NIPS 18]

So these pixels are the evidence of prediction.

Junco Bird-ness

A trained  
machine learning model 

(e.g., neural network)

prediction

Input image

When prediction changes, the explanations will 
probably change.  

When prediction is random, the explanations 
really should change!

g(prediction) = explanation

g(prediction’) = explanation’

g(random) != explanation ?



A sanity check results

Saliency map

Randomized weights! 
Network now makes garbage prediction.

!!!!!???!?

Sanity Checks for Saliency Maps 
Joint work with Adebayo, Gilmer, Goodfellow, Hardt, [NIPS 18]



A sanity check results

Popular method #1 Popular method #2 My work from 2018 #1

My work from 2018 #2 Popular method #3 Popular method #4

Junco Bird-ness

A trained  
machine learning model 

(e.g., neural network)

prediction

Input image



Sanity check 1: Explanations from random vs trained network
Most of methods produce quantitatively and qualitative similar results

Before After 
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Sanity check 2: Network trained with random vs true labels

58

Networks trained with….

Sanity Checks for Saliency Maps 
Joint work with Adebayo, Gilmer, Goodfellow, Hardt, [NIPS 18]

Most of methods produce quantitatively and qualitative similar results



Explanations can be (easily) attacked!



Approximated explanations can be and will be wrong sometimes 

• A number of methods “approximates” models behavior in some way. This 
means, there will be errors.  

• Sometimes it’s just plain wrong (e.g., not robust to distributional shifts)



• A number of methods “approximates” models behavior in some way. This 
means, there will be errors.  

• Sometimes it’s just plain wrong (e.g., not robust to distributional shifts)

Take away: 
Always skeptical about the explanations you get. 

Approximated explanations can be and will be wrong sometimes 



We already know all the 

learned parameters of the 

function of the neural network. 

This is an open book and 

transparent system. 
[This has actually been said]



Oh, come on.



I’m an ML person.  

Human experiments are only 

for HCI folks, right?



“How” explanations are presented is as important as the explanations themselves.  
Knowing how that impacts users is even more important

“Our results indicate that data scientists over-trust and misuse 
interpretability tools. Furthermore, few of our participants were able to 
accurately describe the visualizations output by these tools.”

“illustrative power of visualization is a double-edged sword: 

an evocative graphic can elicit a strong feeling of 

comprehension regardless of whether the graphic faithfully 

represents the phenomenon it is attempting to depict.”



Take away: 
Human factors is tricky but important.

“Our results indicate that data scientists over-trust and misuse 
interpretability tools. Furthermore, few of our participants were able to 
accurately describe the visualizations output by these tools.”

“illustrative power of visualization is a double-edged sword: 

an evocative graphic can elicit a strong feeling of 

comprehension regardless of whether the graphic faithfully 

represents the phenomenon it is attempting to depict.”

“How” explanations are presented is as important as the explanations themselves.  
Knowing how that impacts users is even more important



Agenda
• What and why 

• !Caution!: Things to be careful when using and developing interpretability 
methods 

• Evaluate: How to evaluate interpretability methods 

• Methods: 3 types of methods and examples



Evaluation - yes you can.
• Testing with no humans, proxy task 

• Testing with humans, proxy task 

• Testing with humans and real task



Using ground truth dataset and Sanity check 
no humans, proxy task

• Idea: Test the obvious 

1. Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset  

2. Test hypothesis that should be true using results on real dataset  

3. Do sanity check: often testing hypothesis that should NOT be true. 
a.k.a. as crazy questions.



Forest

A thing

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task

github.com/google-research-datasets/bim

Benchmarking interpretability methods (BIM) 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://github.com/google-research-datasets/bim&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1560569851143000&usg=AFQjCNG_H-Pxm9-JmKVNHtwduSw2Xo8Pfg


Forest

A thing

Forest

Bedroom

Kitchen

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task

github.com/google-research-datasets/bim

Benchmarking interpretability methods (BIM) 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://github.com/google-research-datasets/bim&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1560569851143000&usg=AFQjCNG_H-Pxm9-JmKVNHtwduSw2Xo8Pfg


         is NOT important for 
predicting scene classes. 

  should NOT 
Be part of explanationForest

A thing

Forest

Bedroom

Kitchen

work with Sherry Yanggithub.com/google-research-datasets/bim

Benchmarking interpretability methods (BIM) 

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://github.com/google-research-datasets/bim&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1560569851143000&usg=AFQjCNG_H-Pxm9-JmKVNHtwduSw2Xo8Pfg


         is NOT important for 
predicting scene classes. 

  should NOT 
Be part of explanationForest

A thing

Forest

Bedroom

Kitchen

We can also make          

more important 
to some classes by 

controlling when it appears.  

    should be more important 
explanation in some classes 

than others.

github.com/google-research-datasets/bim

Benchmarking interpretability methods (BIM) 

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://github.com/google-research-datasets/bim&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1560569851143000&usg=AFQjCNG_H-Pxm9-JmKVNHtwduSw2Xo8Pfg


github.com/google-research-datasets/bim

Benchmarking interpretability methods (BIM) 

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task

Our Focus: False positives

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://github.com/google-research-datasets/bim&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1560569851143000&usg=AFQjCNG_H-Pxm9-JmKVNHtwduSw2Xo8Pfg


Our Focus: False positives

Suggested metrics

• Model contrast score (MCS)

• Input dependence rate (IDR)

• Input independence rate (IIR)

github.com/google-research-datasets/bim

Benchmarking interpretability methods (BIM) 

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://github.com/google-research-datasets/bim&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1560569851143000&usg=AFQjCNG_H-Pxm9-JmKVNHtwduSw2Xo8Pfg


Two models trained to classify scenes.
Suggested metrics

• Model contrast score (MCS)

• Input dependence rate (IDR)

• Input independence rate (IIR)

Model 2

Model 1

github.com/google-research-datasets/bim

Benchmarking interpretability methods (BIM) 

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task

Our Focus: False positives

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://github.com/google-research-datasets/bim&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1560569851143000&usg=AFQjCNG_H-Pxm9-JmKVNHtwduSw2Xo8Pfg


Two models trained to classify

Our Focus

Suggested metrics

• Model contrast score (MCS)

• Input dependence rate (IDR)

• Input independence rate (IIR)

Scene model 

Object modelWe expect  
big contrast  

on where  
the object is.

github.com/google-research-datasets/bim

Benchmarking interpretability methods (BIM) 

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://github.com/google-research-datasets/bim&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1560569851143000&usg=AFQjCNG_H-Pxm9-JmKVNHtwduSw2Xo8Pfg
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Forest

Bedroom

Kitchen

github.com/google-research-datasets/bim

Benchmarking interpretability methods (BIM) 

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://github.com/google-research-datasets/bim&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1560569851143000&usg=AFQjCNG_H-Pxm9-JmKVNHtwduSw2Xo8Pfg
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Forest

Bedroom

Kitchen

github.com/google-research-datasets/bim

Benchmarking interpretability methods (BIM) 

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task

Take away: 
You can craft a synthetic dataset for your domain (e.g., sequential, 

tabular). Add typical challenges you may encounter. 

There is no point testing with humans if the method doesn’t pass 
these tests.

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://github.com/google-research-datasets/bim&sa=D&source=hangouts&ust=1560569851143000&usg=AFQjCNG_H-Pxm9-JmKVNHtwduSw2Xo8Pfg
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(a) Segment images

(c) evaluate discovered concepts(b) (smart) cluster segments

Automatic Concept-based Explanations (ACE)   
[Ghorbani et al. NeurIPS 19]

2: Test hypothesis that should be true using results on real dataset 
no humans, proxy task
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Adding the top5 
discovered concepts alone 
achieves 70% of the 
original accuracy

Adding top-rated patches Deleting top-rated patches 

Top1 ~Top5 ~Top10 ~Top15 Top1 ~Top5 ~Top10 ~Top15

2: Test hypothesis that should be true using results on real dataset 
no humans, proxy task

Automatic Concept-based Explanations (ACE)   
[Ghorbani et al. NeurIPS 19]
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Lower is the better: 

Relative amount of information between 
p and a (concentration of information in 

the cropped region)

2: Test hypothesis that should be true using results on real dataset 
no humans, proxy task

smallest sufficient region (SSR) - smallest region of the image that alone allows a confident classification.
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3: Do sanity check: often testing hypothesis that should NOT be true.  
a.k.a. ask crazy questions.

Randomized weights! 
Network now makes garbage prediction.

!!!!!???!?

no humans, proxy task



3: Do sanity check: often testing hypothesis that should NOT be true.  
a.k.a. ask crazy questions.

no humans, proxy task

“Our results show that saliency metrics can be statistically unreliable 
and inconsistent, indicating that comparative rankings between 
saliency methods generated using such metrics can be untrustworthy. 

1. Global saliency metrics had high variance 
2. Saliency metrics were sensitive to the specifics of their 

implementation 
3. Saliency maps from different saliency methods were ranked 

inconsistently image-by-image  
4. The internal consistency of different metrics that all attempt to 

measure fidelity was low



3: Do sanity check: often testing hypothesis that should NOT be true.  
a.k.a. ask crazy questions.

no humans, proxy task

“Our results show that saliency metrics can be statistically unreliable 
and inconsistent, indicating that comparative rankings between 
saliency methods generated using such metrics can be untrustworthy. 

1. Global saliency metrics had high variance 
2. Saliency metrics were sensitive to the specifics of their 

implementation 
3. Saliency maps from different saliency methods were ranked 

inconsistently image-by-image  
4. The internal consistency of different metrics that all attempt to 

measure fidelity was low

Take away: 
Being skeptical can be healthy and productive. 



Testing with humans, proxy task
humans, proxy task

• In a proxy task that maintains the essence of the final task (but likely 
ground truth is known)  

• with humans who may not be your idea users (e.g., doctors) but still can 
help evaluating 
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• Task for subjects: You work at a start-up selling animal classification ML model. Here 
are the images, predictions and attribution maps. (We gave users prediction labels as it 
is unrealistic not to). 

• Questions: Would you recommend this model? Why? [because the wrong/correct 
label/explanation]? All in Likert scale.

[Adebayo, Muelly, Liccardi, K. Neurips 2020]

Testing methods with users and concrete end-tasks

humans, proxy task



Can these methods tell us about 

Out of distribution?

88

Model A

Model B

Model C

Model D

humans, proxy task



Can these methods tell us about 

Out of distribution? probably not.

89

Very confident

Not confident at all

How confident are you 
to deploy this model? % why

Subjects are uncertain, 
mostly because of 
wrong label, but some 
expected explanations.

humans, proxy task



Can these methods tell us about 

Spurious correlation?

90

humans, proxy task



Can these methods tell us about 

Spurious correlation? maybe! 

91

Subjects are uncertain, 
mostly because of 
unexpected explanations!

Very confident

Not confident at all

How confident are you 
to deploy this model? % why

humans, proxy task



• Exp1: Intruder test 

• Task: Identify an odd one out  

• Discovered concepts: 99%, similar to 
hand-labeled dataset, 97% 

• Exp2: Meaning test 

• Task: Select between discovered 
concepts vs random segments and 
name them. 

• Correctly chosen 95% of time 

• 56% used the same name and 77% 
named the same or top two terms 
(e.g., human, face)

92

Example: Evaluating discovered concepts with subjects
humans, proxy task

Automatic Concept-based Explanations (ACE)   
[Ghorbani et al. NeurIPS 19]



• Exp1: Intruder test 

• Task: Identify an odd one out  

• Discovered concepts: 99%, similar to 
hand-labeled dataset, 97% 

• Exp2: Meaning test 

• Task: Select between discovered 
concepts vs random segments and 
name them. 

• Correctly chosen 95% of time 

• 56% used the same name and 77% 
named the same or top two terms 
(e.g., human, face)

93

Example: Evaluating discovered concepts with subjects
humans, proxy task

Take away: 
Proxy task can be an effective way to evaluate a method  

(often) before running real experts on real tasks.



With humans on real tasks
“Explainable machine-learning predictions for the prevention of 
hypoxaemia during surgery” 

 [Lundberg et al. 18 Nature biomedical engineering] 

“The system, which was trained on minute-by-minute data from the 
electronic medical records of over 50,000 surgeries, improved the 
performance of anesthesiologists by providing interpretable 
hypoxaemia risks and contributing factors.” 

“Human-Centered Tools for Coping with Imperfect Algorithms During Medical 
Decision-Making” 

 [Cai et al. 19 CHI] 

“In two evaluations with pathologists, we found that these refinement tools 
increased the diagnostic utility of images found and increased user trust in the 
algorithm. The tools were preferred over a traditional interface, without a loss in 
diagnostic accuracy.” 

humans, real task



Agenda
• What and why 

• !Caution!: Things to be careful when using and developing interpretability 
methods 

• Evaluate: How to evaluate interpretability methods 

• Methods: 3 types of methods and examples



Again, it’s not all about deep learning. 
Interpretability isn’t a new problem.

• Lots of pre-deep learning work going all the way back to 70’s.

[Shortliffe et al. 1975]

Good reference



Types of interpretability methods

My ML

Explaining data

Building inherently interpretable model

Post-training interpretability methods



Interpreting data (not just the model) is important.

• Exploratory data analysis:  

• “an approach of analyzing data sets to summarize their main 
characteristics, often using statistical graphics and other data 
visualization methods. [It] is for seeing what the data can tell us 
beyond the formal modeling or hypothesis testing task. "

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exploratory_data_analysis



99

Class1

Class0
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Class1

Class0

mean(       )
mean(       )
std(       )
std(       )

Descriptive statistics Before building any model
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Class1

Class0

mean(       )
mean(       )
std(       )
std(       )

Descriptive statistics 

Better way?

Before building any model



Observed 
data

102

[Simon et al., ’07] 
[Lin and Bilmes, ’11] 

KMeans, KNN 

Exploratory data analysis

www.nationalgeographic.com

www.guidedogs.org

Before building any model



Observed 
data
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[Simon et al., ’07] 
[Lin and Bilmes, ’11] 

KMeans, KNN ?

?

Exploratory data analysis
Before building any model



Observed 
data

104

Prototype 1

Criticism 2

Criticism 1

Prototype 2

MMD-critic [K. Khanna, Koyejo ‘16]

Exploratory data analysis
Before building any model



Observed 
data

105

Prototype 1

Criticism 2

Criticism 1

Prototype 2

Fit distribution p 
(prototypes) that best 
fit the data points

MMD-critic [K. Khanna, Koyejo ‘16]

Exploratory data analysis
Before building any model



Observed 
data

106

Prototype 1

Criticism 2

Criticism 1

Prototype 2

Fit distribution p 
(prototypes) that best 
fit the data points

MMD-critic [K. Khanna, Koyejo ‘16]

Fit distribution q 
(criticisms) the 
difference between 
data points and p

Exploratory data analysis
Before building any model



Observed 
data

107

Prototype 1

Criticism 2

Criticism 1

Prototype 2

Fit distribution p 
(prototypes) that best 
fit the data points

Use MMD to do this 
only using samples 

without ever having to 
write down what p and 

q look like.
Fit distribution q 
(criticisms) the 
difference between 
data points and p

MMD-critic [K. Khanna, Koyejo ‘16]

Exploratory data analysis
Before building any model



MMD-critic [K. Khanna, Koyejo ‘16]

Exploratory data analysis
Before building any model



Exploratory data analysis
Before building any model

Great overview of many 
exploratory data analysis, 

highly recommend. 
https://distill.pub/2020/

communicating-with-interactive-
articles/



Types of interpretability methods

My ML

Explaining data

Building inherently interpretable model

Post-training interpretability methods

Model == explanation 

No approximation needed
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Class1

Class0
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Class1

Class0

f2

f1

0.3

If f2 < 0.3:
predict

else:
If f1 > 0.2 and f1 < 0.3:

predict

else:
…

Rule based

0.2 0.3

Building a new model
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Class1

Class0

f2

f1

0.2

If f1 < 0.1:
predict

else:

If f2 > 0.4 and f2 < 0.6:
predict

else:
…

Rule based

0.4 0.6

decision trees, rule lists, rule sets

[Breiman, Friedman, Stone, Olshen 84] 
[Rivest 87] 
[Muggleton and De Raedt 94] 
[Wang and Rudin 15] 
[Letham, Rudin, McCormick, Madigan ’15] 
[Hauser, Toubia, Evgeniou, Befurt, Dzyabura 10] 
[Wang, Rudin, Doshi-Velez, Liu, Klampfl, MacNeille 17] 

Learning certifiably optimal rule list  
[Angelino, Larus-Stone, Alabi, Seltzer, Rudin ’18]

Building a new model
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Class1

Class0

f2

f1

0.2

Fit a simpler function 
for each feature

f2

f1

f3

0.4 0.6

Building a new model



0.4 0.6

115

Class1

Class0

f2

f1

0.2

f2

Linear model 

generalized linear model 

generalized additive model 

generalized additive2 model
Table edited from [Gehrke et al. ’12]

Fit a simpler function

[Lou et al. ’12]
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Class1

Class0

f2

f1

0.2

0.4 0.6

 

Example based

Class is like:
www.nationalgeographic.com

www.guidedogs.org

[Frey, Dueck '10]  
[Yen, Malioutov , Kumar '16]  
[Arnold , El-Saden , Bui , Taira '10]  
[Floyd , Aha '16]  
[Homem, et al. '16] 
[Jalali , Leake ’15]  
[Reid , Tibshirani ’16] 
[K. Rudin, Shah ’16] 
[Koh, Liang ’17]

Class is like:

www.petfinder.com www.bluecross.org.uk

https://www.guidedogs.org/
http://www.petfinder.com
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Class1

Class0

f2

f1

0.2

0.4 0.6

www.nationalgeographic.com

 

www.guidedogs.org

www.petfinder.com www.bluecross.org.uk

Why example-based models are powerful?  
“Context” is important for humans to build  
reach mental model (e.g., medical cases)

Example based

Class is like:
www.nationalgeographic.com

www.guidedogs.org

Class is like:

www.petfinder.com www.bluecross.org.uk

[Frey, Dueck '10]  
[Yen, Malioutov , Kumar '16]  
[Arnold , El-Saden , Bui , Taira '10]  
[Floyd , Aha '16]  
[Homem, et al. '16] 
[Jalali , Leake ’15]  
[Reid , Tibshirani ’16] 
[K. Rudin, Shah ’16] 
[Koh, Liang ’17]

https://www.guidedogs.org/
http://www.petfinder.com
http://www.petfinder.com
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Class1

Class0

f2

Mimic models, model distillation 

Building a simpler model that walks, 
talks, barks like the complex model. 

 

[Bucila et al. ’06] 
Do Deep Nets Really Need to be Deep? [Ba et al. ’14] 
Distilling the Knowledge in a Neural Network [Hinton et al. ’15] [Frosst ’17] 

world
Mimic  
model

Blackbox
Approx. Approx.

“A randomly-initialized, dense neural network contains a subnetwork that is initialized such that — 
when trained in isolation — it can match the test accuracy of the original network after training for 
at most the same number of iterations.” 

https://www.guidedogs.org/


Types of interpretability methods

My ML

Explaining data

Building inherently interpretable model

Post-training interpretability methods
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Class1

Class0
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Class1

Class0

After building a model
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Class1

Class0

Class1

Class0 f1

Marginalize out this 
feature!

After building a model
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Class1

Class0 f1

1. Ablation test: train without that 
feature/data points and see the 

impact

After building a model
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Class1

Class0 f1

1. Ablation test: train without that feature/data points and 
see the impact 

To classify this image:

Model found these images most helpful

SVM

Inception

Smarter ablation Influence functions [Koh et al.’17]

After building a model

Definition of importance: 

“how would the model’s 
predictions change if a 

training input were 
modified?”



f2

f1

1. Ablation test: train without that feature/data and see 
the impact 

2. Sensitivity analysis/fitting linear function/gradient-
based

After building a model



f2

f1

1. Ablation test: train without that feature/data and see 
the impact 

2. Sensitivity analysis/fitting linear function/gradient-
based 

Want local explanation


 of the + data point

Locally fitted linear 
function

Sensitivity analysis on model 
[Ribeiro et al. ’16]

Many sensitivity analysis literature 
[Ribeiro et al. ’16] [Simonyan et al., ’13] [Li et al., ’16] 
[Datta et al. ’16] [Adler et al., ’16] [Bach ’15]

After building a model

Definition of importance: 

“how would the model’s 
predictions change if this 

feature changes in 
infinitesimal level?”



f2

f1

Many sensitivity analysis literature 

1. Ablation test: train without that feature/data and see the impact 
2. Sensitivity analysis/fitting linear function/ 

gradient-based 

SmoothGrad [Smilkov et al. 17]

Integrated gradients [Sundararajan et al. 17]

 [Zeiler et al. ’13] [Selvaraju et al. 16]  

[Erhan 2009] [Springenberg, ‘14] [Shrikumar ’17] and many more..

After building a model

https://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=Visualizing+higher-layer+features+of+a+deep+network&btnG=&hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C22
https://arxiv.org/find/cs/1/au:+Springenberg_J/0/1/0/all/0/1
https://arxiv.org/find/cs/1/au:+Shrikumar_A/0/1/0/all/0/1


f2

f1

1. Ablation test: train without that feature/data and see the impact 
2. Sensitivity analysis/fitting linear function/ 

gradient-based 
3. Optimization based methods 

After building a model

[Dabkowski et al. 17]

[Fong et al. 17, 18, 20]

Definition of importance:


The loss function of choice



f2

f1

Many sensitivity analysis literature 

1. Ablation test: train without that feature/data and see the impact 
2. Sensitivity analysis/fitting linear function/ 

gradient-based 
3. Optimization based methods 
4. Counterfactual explanations 

After building a model

[Karimi 20]

[Watcher et al. 18]

[Lucic et al. 21]

Extend Watcher’s framework 
 to non-differentiable (e.g., trees) 

Definition:


(Typically) find me x’ that is 
as similar as possible with 

my x, but with different 
prediction.



f2

f1

Many sensitivity analysis literature 

1. Ablation test: train without that feature/data and see the impact 
2. Sensitivity analysis/fitting linear function/ 

gradient-based 
3. Optimization based methods 
4. Counterfactual explanations 
5. Game theoretic approach 

After building a model

Shapley [Shapley 53] 
how important is each player to the overall cooperation (“gain”)  
<-> The Shapley value is the average marginal contribution of a feature 
value across all possible coalitions. 

gain = prediction value for x - E[all prediction values] 

SHAP [Lundberg et al. 17]

Definition of importance:


“the average marginal 
contribution of a feature 
value across all possible 

coalitions”



Aren’t all these different 

definition of importance get you 

the similar answer, typically? 

 Which one should I choose?



0-th order or 1-st order derivatives could lead to very different intuition

• Which feature is dominant (0-th order derivative) 

• feature x1 is important distinction between class y=1 
and y=0 for both blue curve and green curve. 

• Which feature is sensitive (1-th order derivative) 

• feature x1 is important distinction between class y=1 
and y=0 for green curve (dy/dx > 0), but not for blue 
curve (dy/dx1=0). 

• Neither represents causal relationship (of course) 

• What you think you want may not be what you need! -> 
Test with the end-task.

dy/dx1

dy/dx1

y=0

y=1

x1



Class1

Class0

f2

f1

Local explanations

That’s all good. What could go wrong?

[Alvarez-Melis 18]

Two layer neural network  
with two features (green and purple).  
Highly unstable explanations  
in small neighborhoods 



Class1

Class0

f2

f1

After building a model

High level concept that 
better aligns with humans 
Instead of using individual 

features/pixels 



Problem: 
Post-training explanation

135

popularity

A trained  
machine learning model 

(e.g., neural network)

 

Why was this a 
popular pizza?

TCAV [ICML’18]
Joint work with Wattenberg, Gilmer, Cai, Wexler, Viegas, Sayres

was important 0.8 
was important 0.3 
was important 0.1

VS

http://healthtap.com


Problem: 
Post-training explanation

136

popularity

A trained  
machine learning model 

(e.g., neural network)

 

Why was this a 
popular pizza?

TCAV [ICML’18]
Joint work with Wattenberg, Gilmer, Cai, Wexler, Viegas, Sayres

was important 0.8 
was important 0.3 
was important 0.1

VS

Quantitative explanation:  
how much a concept  
(e.g., gender, race)  

was important for a prediction in a 
trained model.  

…even if the concept  
was not part of the training.

http://healthtap.com
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zebra-ness

A trained  
machine learning model 

(e.g., neural network)

How important was the striped concept  
to this zebra image classifier?

[K., Wattenberg, Gilmer, Cai, Wexler, Viegas, Sayres ICML 2018]

TCAV: Testing with Concept  Activation Vectors



TCAV

138

zebra-ness

A trained  
machine learning model 

(e.g., neural network)

1. Learning CAVs 
1. How to define 

concepts?

How important was the striped concept  
to this zebra image classifier?

TCAV: Testing with Concept  Activation Vectors



Defining concept activation vector (CAV)

Inputs:

139

Random 
images

Examples of 
concepts

A trained network under investigation 
and  

Internal tensors
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Inputs:

Train a linear classifier to 
separate activations.  

         CAV (     ) is the vector 
orthogonal to the decision 

boundary. 
[Smilkov ’17, Bolukbasi ’16 , Schmidt ’15]

Defining concept activation vector (CAV)



TCAV

TCAV:  
Testing with Concept  Activation Vectors

141

zebra-ness

A trained  
machine learning model 

(e.g., neural network)

1. Learning CAVs 2. Getting TCAV score              
2. How are the CAVs 

useful to get 
explanations?

How important was the striped concept  
to this zebra image classifier?



TCAV core idea: 
Derivative with CAV to get prediction sensitivity

142

TCAV score

Directional derivative with CAV



TCAV core idea: 
Derivative with CAV to get prediction sensitivity

143

TCAV score

Directional derivative with CAV

One definition of 
explanation:  

Tell me how sensitive 
the prediction is when 

we slightly change 
each concept.



striped CAV

TCAV score

Directional derivative with CAV

TCAV core idea: 
Derivative with CAV to get prediction sensitivity

144



Is this CAV legit?

145

In a very high dimensional space… 
funky things can happen.



Check the distribution of 
                     is statistically 

different from random 
using t-test

TCAV score  
random

…
…

Zebra

Quantitative validation: 

Guarding against spurious CAV                 

146

*



Results

1. Sanity check experiment 

2. Biases in Inception V3 and GoogleNet 

3. Domain expert confirmation from Diabetic Retinopathy
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Results

1. Sanity check experiment 

2. Biases in Inception V3 and GoogleNet 

3. Domain expert confirmation from Diabetic Retinopathy
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Real!



Interpreting a jointly trained  
VAE+classification model.



Can generate images with 
more/less  

LV (left ventricle) concept 

Interpreting a jointly trained  
VAE+classification model.
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Can generate images with 
more/less  

LV (left ventricle) concept 

Interpreting a jointly trained  
VAE+classification model.



152 github.com/google/ehr-predictions/tree/master/tcav-for-ehr

TCAV for RNNs

Model prediction 
changes.

Presence of a concept in one data point



153
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Negative Images had to be 
on black background 

(similar to concept images)



Follow up work on ML fairness 
@Google with non-image data

155[Denton et al. 19] [Hutchinson et al. 19]

Unbiasing

Language 
model
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What if concepts are 
confounded/overlap?

2020 Nature Machine Intelligence 
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Debugging GAN 
with concepts



Automatically learning CAVs

158

Random 
images

Examples of  
concepts

Inputs:

?

[Ghorbani et al. NeurIPS 19]

Hand concept  
in dumbbell class

Human concept  
in Jinrikisha class

Poles concept  
in carousel class

Segment training images into patches, cluster them to discover new concepts (and rigorously validate them).



Discovering “complete” set of concepts 
[Yeh et al. Neurips 20]

159

(a) Use ACE to 
segment images 
and cluster

(c) evaluate 
discovered concepts

Completeness:
The relative prediction accuracy 
if I only had this concept. Why this metric? 

Under simple assumptions, this metric is 
equivalent to top k PCA vectors.

Decompose activations into concept vectors that span the activation space.   
(b) Decompose feature 
vectors into concept vectors



Joint train a generative model to produce 
multiple counter factual concepts

DISSECT: Disentangled Simultaneous Explanations via Concept Traversals  
[Ghandeharioun et al. 2021]

[1] Hyunjik Kim and Andriy Mnih. Disentangling by factorising. ICML, 2018.

[1]

Slide credit: Asma Ghandeharioun 

Is this skin lesion Melanoma?



Concept bottleneck models
[Goh et al., ICML 20]

zebra-ness

trees    30% 
stripes  45% 
lion     5% 

…

A bottleneck

Based on my expertise, 
symptom X should not 

contribute to the diagnosis.

Train a model with concepts as  neurons in the middle. 

Bonus: we can interact and control the model



ICS: Combine TCAV + IG to provide 
both global and local explanations

162

Integrate on the path of a CAV 
<-> 

A projection of path integration

[Schrouff et al. 21]

Zebras look like horses 
from far a way



Types of interpretability methods

My ML

Explaining data

Building inherently interpretable model

Post-training interpretability methods



Things that aren’t covered but important - science

• Science of it - studying models as a scientific object



Things that aren’t covered but important - science

• Science of it - studying models as a scientific object



That’s a wrap!
• What and why 

• !Caution!: Things to be careful when using and developing interpretability 
methods 

• Evaluate: How to evaluate interpretability methods 

• Methods: 3 types of methods and examples

cheeseburger.com

http://cheeseburger.com


https://imgflip.com



Backups



Other domains 
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Ok, great but… 

What if I don’t have concepts?

I don’t have these! 

Can we automate this?

PRP PRH/VH NV/FP VB

Prediction 
class

DR level 4

Prediction 
 accuracy

High

Example TCAV scores



Automatically learning CAVs

171

?

[Ghorbani et al. NeurIPS 19]

Amirata Ghorbani



Automatically learning CAVs

172

Random 
images

Examples of  
concepts

A trained network under investigation 
and  

Internal tensors

Inputs:

?

[Ghorbani et al. NeurIPS 19]



Automatic Concept-based Explanations (ACE)  

173

(a) Segment images

(c) evaluate discovered concepts(b) (smart) cluster segments

?

[Ghorbani et al. NeurIPS 19]



Validating with human experiments: 
Intruder and meaning test

• Exp1: Intruder test 

• Task: Identify an odd one out  

• Discovered concepts: 99%, similar to 
hand-labeled dataset, 97% 

• Exp2: Meaning test 

• Task: Select between discovered 
concepts vs random segments and 
name them. 

• Correctly chosen 95% of time 

• 56% used the same name and 77% 
named the same or top two terms 
(e.g., human, face)

174

?



Validating importance: 
Addition and deletion test

175

Adding the top5 discovered 
concepts achieves 80% of 
the original accuracy

Adding top-rated Deleting top-rated 

?

Top1 ~Top5 ~Top10 ~Top15 Top1 ~Top5 ~Top10 ~Top15



Qualitative results: 
Surprises and non-surprises 

176

Lava concept  
in volcano class

Letters concept  
in cinema class

Hand concept  
in dumbbell class

Human concept  
in Jinrikisha class

Pavement concept  
in train class

Poles concept  
in carousel class

Hands are not dumbbells…

This may not work 
in Korea?

?



Ok, great but… 

When do you stop?

How many images?

Are these concepts “enough”?



Discovering “complete” set of concepts 
[Yeh, Arik, Ravikumar, Pfister, K. Neurips 20]

Chih-Kuan Yeh



Discovering “complete” set of concepts 
[Yeh, Arik, Ravikumar, Pfister, K. Neurips 20]

Decompose activations into concept vectors that span the activation space.   
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Completeness:



Discovering “complete” set of concepts 
[Yeh, Arik, Ravikumar, Pfister, K. Neurips 20]
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(a) Use ACE to 
segment images 
and cluster

(c) evaluate 
discovered concepts

Decompose activations into concept vectors that span the activation space.   
(b) Decompose feature 
vectors into concept vectors



Discovering “complete” set of concepts 
[Yeh, Arik, Ravikumar, Pfister, K. Neurips 20]
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(a) Use ACE to 
segment images 
and cluster

(c) evaluate 
discovered concepts

Completeness:
The relative prediction accuracy 
if I only had this concept. Why this metric? 

Under simple assumptions, this metric is 
equivalent to top k PCA vectors.

Decompose activations into concept vectors that span the activation space.   
(b) Decompose feature 
vectors into concept vectors



Discovering “complete” set of concepts 
[Yeh, Arik, Ravikumar, Pfister, K. Neurips 20]
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ACE might take a 
while to converge.

Kmeans are often 
surprisingly good. 



Instead of looking for concepts within training set, can we just use generate 
concepts using generative models?
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Ok, great but… 

Haven’t you heard about generative models?

Is this skin lesion Melanoma?

Slide credit: Asma Ghandeharioun 



DISSECT: Disentangled Simultaneous Explanations via Concept Traversals  
[Ghandeharioun, K., Li, Jou, Eoff, Picard, 2021]

Slide credit: Asma Ghandeharioun 

Asma Ghandeharioun 
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Is this skin lesion Melanoma?

Slide credit: Asma Ghandeharioun 

DISSECT: Disentangled Simultaneous Explanations via Concept Traversals  
[Ghandeharioun, K., Li, Jou, Eoff, Picard, 2021]



• Desiderata 

• Influential (to classifier’s decision) 

• Distinct concept traversals 

• Stable generation 

• High substitutability (can replace 
real data) 

• High realism (in data manifold)

DISSECT: Disentangled Simultaneous Explanations via Concept Traversals  
[Ghandeharioun, K., Li, Jou, Eoff, Picard, 2021]

[1] Hyunjik Kim and Andriy Mnih. Disentangling by factorising. ICML, 2018.

[1]

Slide credit: Asma Ghandeharioun 



Concept traversals in dermatology and 3D shapes dataset

[1] Fitzpatrick, Thomas B. The validity and practicality of sun-reactive skin types I through VI. Archives of dermatology 124.6 (1988): 869-871.Slide credit: Asma Ghandeharioun 



Ok, great but… 

Can we flip this around and 
build a new model?

zebra-ness

trees    30% 
stripes  45% 
lion     5% 

…

A bottleneck



Concept bottleneck models
[Goh et al., ICML 20]



Concept bottleneck models
[Goh et al., ICML 20]

zebra-ness

trees    30% 
stripes  45% 
lion     5% 

…

A bottleneck

concept labels are needed 
only at training time,  

not at test time.



Concept bottleneck models
[Goh et al., ICML 20]

First thing to check: is the performance impacted? - No.

zebra-ness

trees    30% 
stripes  45% 
lion     5% 

…

A bottleneck

concept  
bottleneck 

 models

concept labels are needed 
only at training time,  

not at test time.



Concept bottleneck models
[Goh et al., ICML 20]

zebra-ness

trees    30% 
stripes  45% 
lion     5% 

…

A bottleneck

zebra-ness

trees    30% 
stripes  45% 
lion     5% 

…

A bottleneck

Bonus:  
we can interact and control the model



Concept bottleneck models
[Goh et al., ICML 20]

zebra-ness

trees    30% 
stripes  45% 
lion     5% 

…

A bottleneck

Based on my expertise, 
symptom X should not 

contribute to the diagnosis.

Bonus:  
we can interact and control the model



Ok, great but… 

what about causality?

Based on my expertise, 
symptom X should not 

contribute to the diagnosis.



CaCE: Causal TCAV score.
[Goyal et al., 20]

Yash Goyal Amir Feder Uri Salit



CaCE: Causal TCAV score.

196

[Goyal et al., 20]

• Basic idea: Do operations on concepts using a generative 
model to produce                  and                . Calculate ATE.



CaCE: Causal TCAV score.

• Basic idea: Do operations on concepts using a generative 
model to produce                  and                . Calculate ATE.
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[Goyal et al., 20]

glasses no glasses

e.g., gender classifier   , ATE with glasses concept?



CaCE: Causal TCAV score.
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• Simple diagnostic tests: 

• D1: Positive test - set          , CaCE should be high. 

• D2: Null test - test arbitrary      , CaCE should be low.       

[Goyal et al., 20]

• Can we train a generative model ‘good enough’ to make this 
work?

Dec-CaCE EncDec-CaCE

Use sampled z 
testing general distributions

Use a particular instance 
testing particular population



CaCE: Causal TCAV score.
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• Simple diagnostic tests: 

• D1: Positive test - set          , CaCE should be high. 

• D2: Null test - test arbitrary      , CaCE should be low.       

[Goyal et al., 20]

• Can we train a generative model ‘good enough’ to make this 
work?

Dec-CaCE EncDec-CaCE

Use sampled z 
testing general distributions

Use a particular instance 
testing particular population

Natural  
images  
dataset



But 

These are all global explanations only.. 
what about local? 

[ongoing work]

All the zebras

My zebras!



Combine TCAV + IG to provide 
both global and local explanations

201

Sebastien Baur Jessica Schrouff 



Combine TCAV + IG to provide 
both global and local explanations
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Integrate on the path of a 
CAV 
<-> 

A projection of path 
integration

New baselines for 
concepts
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Combine TCAV + IG to provide 
both global and local explanations
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1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

Train a linear classifier to 
separate activations.  

         CAV (     ) is the vector 
orthogonal to the decision 

boundary.

striped CAVExamples of 
concepts

[K., Wattenberg, Gilmer, Cai, Wexler, Viegas, Sayres ICML 2018]

How important was the 
striped concept  

to this zebra image 
classifier?

no humans, proxy task



Train a linear classifier to 
separate activations.  

         CAV (     ) is the vector 
orthogonal to the decision 

boundary.

striped CAVExamples of 
concepts

[K., Wattenberg, Gilmer, Cai, Wexler, Viegas, Sayres ICML 2018]

How important was the 
striped concept  

to this zebra image 
classifier?

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task
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An image  
+  

Potentially noisy Caption 

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task
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An image  
+  

Potentially noisy Caption 

 image  
concept

models can use either 
image or caption 

concept for classification.

 caption  
concept

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task
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Four models trained with 

different caption noise levels

An image  
+  

Potentially noisy Caption 

 image  
concept

models can use either 
image or caption 

concept for classification.

 caption  
concept

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task
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Test models with  
no caption image. 

Test accuracy 
= 

Importance of  
image concept

 image  
concept

 caption  
concept

models can use either 
image or caption 

concept for classification.

Four models trained with 
different caption noise levels

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task
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Caption noise level in training set Caption noise level in training set

Test accuracy 
with 

no caption image

1: Test hypothesis that should be true by craft a ground-truth dataset 

no humans, proxy task


